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Medicinal Chemists Don’t Just Make
Drugs – The Art of Developing Low
Molecular Weight Imaging Agents in
Switzerland
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Abstract: Radiolabeled molecular imaging agents are useful to study drug distribution, target engagement and
disease progression in human patients. Medicinal chemists often develop them in parallel to drug discovery
programs, to facilitate clinical development or to better understand physiological and pathological processes.
While the properties required for imaging agents differ from those of drug candidates, their optimization follows
similar principles. Developing them for clinical use also requires a multidisciplinary approach, and is best
conducted in a close partnership between pharmaceutical and academic research centers. This article reviews
recent scientific advances towards the identification and development of low molecular weight imaging agents
in Switzerland.
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1. Introduction

The primary objective of medicinal
chemists is to design and synthesize bio-
logically active molecules, and optimize
them into drug candidates for addressing
unmet medical needs. While originally fo-
cused on organic synthesis, this discipline
has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary
research activity. Medicinal chemists in-
teract across the whole spectrum of drug
discovery and development: They not only
provide drug candidates, but also molecu-
lar tools to help biologists explore cellular
pathways and identify novel therapeutic
targets, as well as diagnostic agents to sup-
port clinical trials. This article focuses on
research conducted within the Swiss me-
dicinal chemistry community to develop
novel molecular imaging agents, both in
academia and industry. These new tools fa-
cilitate drug development, serve the med-
ical community, and ultimately help bring
new drugs to patients more effectively.

2. Molecular Imaging Agents

Molecular imaging agents for clinical
applications come in two flavors: They are
either radiolabeled with a positron emitter
for detection by positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET), or with a gamma emitter for
single photon emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT). In PET, the positron an-
nihilates an electron in the immediate vi-
cinity of the molecule it originated from,
causing the emission of two anti-parallel,
511 keV gamma rays. These are detected
by a circular camera placed around the
patient, allowing the reconstruction of a
three-dimensional image of tracer distri-
bution. In SPECT, the gamma rays emitted
by the radioisotope are directly detected by
the camera. Both methods provide infor-
mation on the distribution of the radiolabe-
led molecule. Depending on the nature of
the radiotracer, these data lead to a quan-
titative understanding of drug distribution,
target expression and target engagement,
or disease status. The radioisotopes used
for small-molecule PET imaging are most-
ly 11C (t

½
= 20 min) and 18F (t

½
= 110 min),

and 123I (t
½
= 13 h) for SPECT.

2.1 Imaging Pharmacokinetic
Properties

There are three main reasons for using
molecular imaging agents. The most obvi-
ous is to study the distribution of a drug (or
drug candidate) in a patient. While blood
samples are easy to collect and provide
information about the basic pharmacoki-
netic properties of a test compound, they

do not help to understand its distribution
in specific organs. To address this question,
the drug itself is radiolabeled and its distri-
bution quantified by imaging. This allows
an accurate measurement of concentration
over time, for instance in the brain or in
tumors that cannot be sampled otherwise.

One such example was published by
Briard et al. from the Novartis Institutes
for BioMedical Research (NIBR) in Basel,
to quantify the penetration of Gilenya (Fig.
1) in the human brain. Gilenya is an oral
treatment for multiple sclerosis which
modulates the activity of sphingosine
1-phosphate (S1P) receptors. In this case,
there was however an additional challenge
as the drug itself could not be radiolabeled
with a radioisotope of a half-life compat-
ible with its pharmacokinetic properties.
To circumvent this issue, the authors had
to identify a position where they could in-
troduce an atom of 123I, without modifying
the pharmacological or pharmacodynamic
properties of the parent molecule. Despite
a higher molecular weight and significant-
ly increased lipophilicity, the SPECT trac-
er [123I]BZM055[1] fulfills these require-
ments, and allows the quantification over
time of the distribution of Gilenya in the
human brain.[2]

The same principle led to the identi-
fication of a pharmacokinetic tracer for
siponimod, [123I]MS565.[3] Siponimod is
a second-generation S1P receptor modula-
tor which was originally designed to have
a faster brain penetration and wash out
than Gilenya. This profile was confirmed
with a SPECT imaging study in rhesus ma-
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can be a little longer with 123I-labeling, 18F
and 11C imaging agents have very short
pharmacokinetic half-lives, of the order of
ten minutes or less. Also important is the
fact that an imaging agent should not lead
to radiometabolites interfering with the
signal of the parent molecule. Finally, ra-
diochemical considerations play a role, as
the radioisotope is preferably introduced
during the very last step of the synthesis.

The principles associated with drug
and tracer optimization are similar in
many ways, and it is no surprise that me-
dicinal chemists have been using the same
approach for both categories. Some differ-
ences are however important and must be
kept inmind. In particular, while safety and
efficacy remain core challenges in drug de-
velopment, optimizing molecular imaging
agents requires more focus on affinity and
binding specificity. Many imaging agents
have failed because of a lack of specificity
for the target of interest. This can be due
to additional high-affinity binding targets
that were not detected early enough and
dialed out in the course of optimization;
more frequently however, failure results

and affect the quality of the data. The phar-
macokinetic properties of imaging agents
must also respect strict criteria: since the
half-lives of the radioisotopes are short, the
time available for image acquisition after
synthesis of the radiolabeled molecule is
limited. A good candidate must penetrate
the tissue of interest quickly, bind, and the
unbound fraction must also be eliminated
rapidly. In practice, and even though this

caques[4] (Fig. 2), and while a human study
still remains to be conducted, it is expected
to deliver similar results.

2.2 Imaging a Drug Bound to
a Target

A second application of imaging agents
is the determination of target engagement
(TE), a measure of how much of the ther-
apeutic target is actually occupied by a
biologically active molecule. While devel-
oping a drug, understanding this parameter
is highly valuable as it is the percentage
of active molecules really binding to the
pharmacological target which matters, in
contrast to the amount of drug binding
non-specifically to the tissue of interest, or
remaining unbound.

Defining the relationship between plas-
ma concentration and actual TE allows
precisely determining the dose required for
an optimal pharmacodynamic (therapeu-
tic) effect. It helps to improve the design
of clinical trials, and supports the demon-
stration of the efficacy of a drug candidate.
In practice, this information will make it
possible to avoid testing doses leading to
very low target engagement (and therefore
unlikely to have any efficacy), as well as
doses that are above the dose leading to
near-maximal target engagement (likely to
increase toxicity without improving thera-
peutic efficacy).

There are significant differences in the
properties of drugs and imaging agents for
measuring target engagement (Table 1).
Drugs are typically optimized for once-a-
day oral administration, with a dose aiming
at maximal efficacy while limiting the risk
of unwanted side-effects. In contrast, im-
aging agents are administered intravenous-
ly as single doses in the microgram range.
The low dose proportionally decreases the
risk of acute toxicity, which is rarely an is-
sue for imaging agents. Requirements in
terms of affinity and selectivity are howev-
er much more stringent than for drug can-
didates:Any labeled molecule that remains
unbound, or is bound in a non-specific
manner, will appear in the image as noise
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Fig. 1. Structure of Gilenya and siponimod with the corresponding 123I-labeled SPECT tracers,
used for quantifying the penetration of the drug into the human brain.
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Fig. 2. Left: Decay-corrected time-activity curves displaying an increase of the [123I]MS565-
derived activity concentration in the brain of rhesus macaques until about 20 h post injection,
followed by a faster washout in the grey matter (GM) than in the white matter (WM); N = 2. Right:
fused MR-SPECT transverse brain image in a rhesus macaque (averaged from 7 to 48 h post-in-
jection).

Table 1. Comparison of desirable properties for low molecular weight drugs and imaging agents.

Properties of a drug Properties of an imaging agent for target
engagement

Long duration of action allowing
once-a-day administration

Rapid uptake in region of interest, and rapid
washout of unbound fraction

Affinity inducing in vivo efficacy High affinity and selectivity, but no efficacy
needed

Specificity desired, not required Low non-specific binding, leading to high signal
to noise ratio

Large safety margin after multiple
dosing

No acute toxicity with a single dose in the mi-
crogram range

Active after oral administration Suitable for intravenous administration
No interfering radiometabolites
Structure allows labeling with 11C, 18F or 123I late
in synthesis
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the results of several other projects, includ-
ing a tracer candidate for the β-secretase
enzyme (BACE), [11C]RO6807936.[17,18]
This tracer represents a valuable tool for
in vitrowork, although in vivo its brain up-
take in non-human primates was found to
be moderate, making the use of this tracer
difficult.

A target of interest for the treatment of
psychiatric diseases is the glycine trans-
porter type 1 (GlyT1). F. Hoffmann-La
Roche has discovered and developed bi-
topertin, a GlyT1 inhibitor which was ini-
tially evaluated for the treatment of nega-
tive symptoms of schizophrenia, and later
for obsessive-compulsive disorder. A PET
tracer, [11C]RO5013853,[19]was developed
in parallel to bitopertin, to facilitate its de-
velopment. Receptor occupancy studies
were performed in baboons[20] and healthy
human volunteers.[21,22] They allowed the
engagement of GlyT1 to be quantified af-
ter oral administration of the drug, success-
fully defining the relationship between its
plasma concentration and brain receptor
occupancy. Besides helping the selection
of a clinical dose, such data helps with the
interpretation of clinical results, whether
positive or negative, by confirming the

rat brain inwild-type compared tomGluR5
knock-out animals, or after blocking with
another mGlu5 antagonist, is illustrated in
Fig. 4.

The group from the ETHZ also worked
with F. Hoffmann-La Roche in Basel for
the development of a PET tracer to meas-
ure target engagement of the cannabinoid
type 2 (CB2) receptor. Mostly expressed
on immune cells, CB2 receptors are
thought to play an important role in dis-
eases with an inflammatory component,
including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s
disease,[13] as well as multiple sclerosis[14]
andALS.[15] Even though a number of CB2
receptor PET ligand candidates has been
reported in the literature, they suffer from
suboptimal properties. This collaboration
led to the identification of [11C]RSR056, a
new pyridine-based PET tracer candidate,
which was evaluated in a model of lipopol-
ysaccharide- (LPS-) induced neuroinflam-
mation in mice.[16] A markedly higher
signal in the brain of LPS-treated versus
control mice indicates that this compound
might have the potential to image inflam-
mation in the human brain.

The imaging tracer development group
at F. Hoffmann-La Roche also disclosed

from excessive non-specific binding to
phospholipids in cell membranes. To help
avoid this issue, techniques have been de-
veloped to quantify non-specific binding
and eliminate weaker candidates early
on. Such methodological developments
have been recently published by Novartis,
which described a HPLC method using
the hydrophilic index on immobilized ar-
tificial membranes CHI(IAM), to quanti-
fy non-specific binding.[5] In parallel, and
for the same purpose, F. Hoffmann-La
Roche explored the utility of the in vitro
lipid membrane binding assay (LIMBA),
which is based on the experimental brain
tissue and water distribution ratio.[6] Both
methods have merit and are useful predic-
tive tools.

There are several recent examples of
novel target engagement tracers. In par-
ticular, the work of Ametamey et al. (ETH
Zurich) on tracers for the metabotropic
glutamate receptor type 5 (mGluR5) de-
serves being mentioned. Drug candidates
acting on mGlu5 receptors are or have
been evaluated for several therapeutic ap-
plications including depression,[7] Fragile
X syndrome[8] and l-DOPA induced dys-
kinesia in Parkinson’s disease patients.[9]
Initially, a collaboration with Novartis led
to the identification of [11C]ABP688[10,11]
(Fig. 3), a very efficient tracer that could
successfully be applied in the clinic, as
discussed below. The distribution of mG-
lu5 receptors in the human brain is readily
measurable with this tracer, as illustrated
in Fig. 4.

The half-life of 11C is, however, very
short (20 min), and using this isotope is
associated with operational challenges,
limiting potential for tracer distribution.
Further work by the group at the ETHZ
led after much perseverance, to the iden-
tification of a longer-lived derivative, [18F]
PSS232,[12] which appears very promising
and complements the tool kit for mGluR5
imaging. The excellent specificity of this
tracer, confirmed by its distribution in the
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Fig. 3. Structure of novel PET tracers for imaging target engagement in the brain.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: Distribution of mGlu5 in a healthy volunteer, imaged with [11C]ABP688. Right panel: Distribution of mGlu5 in the rat brain, imaged
with [18F]PSS232. Left: wild type, baseline; center: wild type after blocking with 1 mg/kg i.v. of mGluR5 antagonist MMPEP; right: mGluR5 knock-
out, baseline. PET images were averaged from 2 to 60 min post [18F]PSS232 injection. Blue: low signal; red: high signal. Images courtesy of Prof.
Simon Ametamey, ETHZ.
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tive causal relationships between the level
of receptor expression and the condition
of the subject, illustrate the use of imaging
tracers in testing new hypotheses, and open
a window toward a better understanding of
the role of their target in human patholo-
gies.

Tumor imaging is an application where
PET and SPECT imaging tracers have
made a strong impact, facilitating the ear-
ly identification of primary tumors and
metastases. This is an area dominated by
well-established tracers based on the de-
tection of increased tumor metabolism,[31]
and specific peptide- or antibody-based
imaging agents.[32] For instance, ar-
ginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD)-
containing peptides are well-established
PET probes to image angiogenesis and
tumor growth.[33] They come with the lim-
itations usually associated with peptides
in their use as imaging agents, including a
permeation that varies in different tumors,
and the need to use a linker and radiometal
for labeling. At the Hôpital Universitaire
de Genève, Seimbille et al. looked at a nov-
el series of non-peptidic antagonists of the
α5β1 integrin receptor.[34] They developed
a method for the efficient radiolabeling
of a PET tracer candidate for this target,
[18F]FPMt,[35] based on click chemistry
(Fig. 6).

Another area of intense research ac-

rapidly and with few patients than when
using more traditional (and sometimes
rather imprecise) clinical evaluation meth-
ods, such as qualitative questionnaires or
quality-of-life assessments.

As mentioned earlier, a well-studied
example is [11C]ABP688. It was first used
to look at mGluR5 levels in patients suffer-
ing frommajor depression,[25] and revealed
decreased receptor levels in several brain
areas. These changes were confirmed by
Western blot quantification of mGluR5
expression in the post-mortem brain sam-
ples of depressed patients, as compared
to age-matched non-depressed subjects.
While this finding might not apply to all
age groups,[26] mGluR5 modulation thus
seems to play a role in depression. Further
studies with [11C]ABP688 were conduct-
ed in obsessive-compulsive disorder pa-
tients,[27] after sleep deprivation[28] and in
tobacco addiction[29] to quantify changes
in mGluR5 expression. It is interesting to
note that sleep deprivation is a rapid-act-
ing, well-established method to treat acute
depression episodes,[30] and that it led to
an increase in mGlu5 receptor expression.
This information, combined with the re-
sults of the depression imaging study,
suggests that pharmacologically increas-
ing mGluR5 activity might be helpful in
treating some aspects of major depression.
Such examples, while not proving defini-

extent of target engagement under actual
clinical testing conditions.

Finally, F. Hoffmann-La Roche also
disclosed a tracer for phosphodiesterase
10A (PDE10A), which was identified us-
ing HPLC-MS/MS.[23] Recent technolog-
ical improvements have made it possible
to develop exquisitely sensitive bioanalyt-
ical methods using this technique. Indeed,
the sensitivity of HPLC-MS/MS now ri-
vals what can be achieved with a tritiat-
ed ligand. Once implemented, it also has
a much higher throughput than could be
achieved with the tritiation of successive
candidates. In this program, a LC-MS/
MS protocol was used to efficiently pro-
file thirty-eight unlabeled high affinity
PDE10A inhibitors. Their concentration
in the striatum was compared to their con-
centration in the cerebellum, with the lat-
ter being used as a reference region devoid
of receptor. The best candidate identified
by LC-MS/MS was radiolabeled with 11C,
and the PET tracer [11C]RO5548119 ap-
plied for visualization and quantification
of PDE10A in non-human primates (Fig.
5).[24] These results confirmed its potential
as a tracer for target engagement studies in
human subjects.

2.3 Imaging the Disease
Molecular imaging agents can also pro-

vide information on disease status and pro-

gression. Such agents are sometimes those
used for imaging a drug target, provided
the expression of the target is directly cor-
related to disease severity. In other cases,
they are designed to directly image disease
markers such as inflammation, hypoxia
or protein deposition. By quantifying the
marker, and hence the disease, they help
clinicians evaluate the therapeutic efficacy
of a drug more precisely. They also help
select the right patient population for a
study. These results can be achieved more
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Fig. 5. Left: Target-mediated differential distribution in rat brain regions after i.v. administration of a microdose (10 µg/kg) of cold RO5548119, as
measured with HPLC-MS/MS. Center: Rat brain autoradiography with [3H]RO5548119, showing accumulation in the striatum, and to a lower extent
in the hippocampus, but not in the cerebellum. Right: PET image of a monkey brain obtained with [18F]RO5548119, also showing a strong signal in
the striatum. Images courtesy of Dr. Luca Gobbi, F. Hoffman-La Roche.
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tivity aims at improving the diagnosis of
neurodegenerative diseases. For instance,
it is well-known that both amyloid plaques
and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) are asso-
ciated with Alzheimer’s disease. There are
approved tracers available for the quanti-
fication of amyloid deposits,[36] however
these do not correlate well with the pro-
gression of the disease. NFT are composed
of hyperphosphorylated Tau protein, and
their density in the brain is considered
more directly associated with neurodegen-
eration and cognitive impairment than the
amyloid load. They have the potential to
improve clinical practice for the early de-
tection and staging ofAlzheimer’s disease,
and accelerate the clinical development of
disease modifying therapies. There are
several tracers under evaluation for imag-
ing Tau,[37] but none has yet been approved
by the health authorities and made broadly
available.

F. Hoffmann-La Roche recently dis-
cussed [18F]RO-6958948,[38] an imaging
tracer for NFT. This compound originates
from a series of high-affinity binders, with
marked selectivity for binding to Tau ag-
gregates compared to amyloid deposits.
The chemical structure of this tracer is not
yet disclosed, but a preliminary evaluation
of its imaging performance in the human
brain[39] appears promising. The signal
observed is consistent with the published
NFT distribution in Alzheimer’s disease
patients, with no brain-penetrant metabo-
lites and very little retention in areas ex-
pected to be devoid of the target.

2.4 New Methods for Tracer
Synthesis

The availability of novel methods for
labeling tracer candidates remains a lim-
itation for medicinal chemistry, especial-
ly with regard to the introduction of 18F.
Despite marked progress over the last
five years,[40] synthetic limitations remain
severe, making prosthetic groups a use-
ful option for introducing radiolabels on
larger chemical entities such as peptides
or antibodies. One recent publication by
Seimbille et al. describes the development
of a novel 2-cyanobenzothiazole-based
prosthetic group, [18F]FPyPEGCBT.[41]
The use of this reagent was exemplified by
coupling with a cyclo-(RDGfK) analogue
(Fig. 7). Its efficient preparation, coupled
to a good reactivity with terminal cysteine
residues, makes it a promising agent for the
18F-labeling of peptides.

The group of R. Schibli and S.
Ametamey at the Paul-Scherrer Institute
and ETHZ performed an interesting study,
exploring the effect of the regiochemistry
of folic acid conjugation on affinity and or-
gan distribution.[42,43] They found that the
affinity for folate receptors (FR) did not
differ between α- and γ-conjugates (Fig.

8). In vivo PET imaging studies in mice
bearing folate receptor-expressing tumors
showed that both regioisomers were en-
riched in tumors to a similar extent, and
that the signal could be blocked by injec-
tion of folic acid, confirming its specifici-
ty (Fig. 9). In contrast, they observed that
liver and kidney radioactivity uptake was
significantly influenced by the substitution
pattern. For the examples illustrated in Fig.
8, the ratio of tumor to liver exposure for
the α- and γ-conjugates was respectively
4.5 and 0.84. In this example, α-conju-
gation is therefore about five times better
at targeting radioactivity to tumor tissue.
These findings are important for the design
of future folate-directed imaging agents,
radiotherapeutics, and possibly drug deliv-
ery constructs based on this principle.

Not mentioned in this article is the
work done by these research groups, and
others, to develop imaging tracers based
on peptides and larger molecules. The re-
mit of medicinal chemistry is constantly
expanding and accordingly, an increasing
range of molecule classes are explored as
potential imaging agents. It includes novel
low-molecular weight compound classes,
but also biologicals, from small peptides
to antibody-drug conjugates. This area is
beyond the scope of this article, and would
deserve a separate discussion.

3. Conclusion

Low-molecular weight imaging tracer
development in Switzerland takes place in

Fig. 9. Imaging of
folate receptor-pos-
itive tumor in rat
using a [18F]fluoro-
deoxyglucose-folate
conjugate. Coronal
PET images averaged
from 75–150 min post
radiotracer injection.
For the blocking ex-
periment the animal
received i.v. injection
of 100 µg folic acid
10 min before injec-
tion of the folate radi-
otracer. Image cour-
tesy of Prof. Simon
Ametamey, ETHZ.
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groups. Multidisciplinary in essence, this
community interacts actively across the
traditional borders of industry and aca-
demic research. The discovery of novel
PET and SPECT imaging agents provides
valuable molecular tools for the explora-
tion of biochemical processes and diseas-
es. By enhancing our understanding of
how drugs work, and of the pathologies
they aim to treat, imaging tracers facilitate
the selection of the best clinical candidates
and accelerate their development. Their
discovery and advancement to clinical use
require high-quality science, and time, un-
derscoring the need to consider tracer de-
velopment during the early phase of drug
discovery project, especially when such
tools can address clinical questions that
cannot be answered otherwise. The fact
that pharmaceutical companies, academ-
ic research groups and hospital imaging
centers all contribute to this effort demon-
strates their interest for new molecular im-
aging tools, and the potential of imaging to
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